
d i g i t a l l y  t r a n s f o r m i n g  b u s i n e s s e s

Keep Customers 
Happy

access customers anytime, 
anywhere, through multiple 
channels

Customer Service



solving            

business challenges 

through technology

focus
our



400+
Solutions 
Delivered in 7 
Countries

Y E A R S

3
Offices in 
Malta, London 
& Milan

50+
Certified 
Professionals



technology

people process

23 Technologies 
supported

87 Qualifications earned

350+ Cumulative years of 
industry experience

Decision-making

Risk management

Change Management

Monitoring

Customer Service

Issue Management



customer service pressures

90%
90% of clients expect consistency across all 

channels of contact

81%

77%

creation of self-service forums and 

communities has increased by 81%

77% of customers have a better view of 

brands with proactive customer service

SDL, 2014

Forrester, 2016

Microsoft, 2016



what will it do ?



Personalized Engagement

enhance customer experiences using customizable engagement 

across multiple platforms through real-time and historical customer 

activity and contextual article recommendations

AI-Assisted Customer Resolutions

efficiently automate customer resolutions through AI-enabled virtual 

agents built on Dynamics 365’s AI customer service framework to 

reduce strain on agents for high-value interactions

Case Creation

allow customers to open cases based on the specific case type and 

subject, giving them the ability to track the case status as well as 

facilitating customer-agent interactions



Omni-Channel Engagement
utilize web, social, chat, email, mobile, phone 

and any other customer contact points 



Customer Self-Service Portals

enable online customer support portals to allow customers to 

engage in organized, searchable interactions whilst also keeping 

up to date with product news and information

3rd Party Integration

increase customer accessibility through utilizing 3rd party portals, 

as well as social media fan pages, making it easier for clients to 

connect with your business

Self-Service Optimization

reduce client dependencies on agents through localized and 

extensible product resources, enhancing self-service through case 

deflection capabilities and optional federated search results



Custom Portals
create engaging self-service portals to 

enable customers to find answers and 

enhance resolution times



Expert Collaborations

avoid issue escalations by utilizing collective peer knowledge through 

involving fellow peers and external experts through a collaborative 

user interface

Agent Onboarding

ensure a seamless agent integration through tailor-made in-app 

learning available both online and offline, informing new team 

members on new features and operational best practices

Configurable Interface

cater for all agent roles through customizable interface, driving the 

next best action efficiently for tiered agents and support leads

Case Priority Management

sort all cases by priority, allowing your organization to keep track of 

the agents undertaking cases of high priority, so as to ensure that no 

agent has an excessive workload of urgent cases to handle at one go



Interactive Dashboards
provide real-time insights of service metrics 

and relevant data through fully interactive 

dashboards



Business Process Flow
give your agents the tools to effectively 

route their case resolution processes, while 

also having the ability to track the progress 

of each agent



Knowledge-based Reporting

reduce escalations through increasing agent knowledge base by 

capturing and publishing across content channels while measuring 

impact through rich analytics

Content Management

allow data gathered from social channels, service interactions and 

expert contributions to be stored in a unified location, whilst being 

optimized for quick discovery whenever needed

Knowledge Analytics

Identify areas for growth and drive article efficiency to understand how 

knowledge gathered is being used, eliminating the risk of escalations 

and driving article efficiency

Predictive Resolutions

always keep one step ahead through predictive care for service and 

support issues, with recommendations based on available customer 

data to prevent potential issue threats



Content Management
access relevant customer-oriented 

content anytime, anywhere



Service Level Agreements

create service level agreements for your organization to define the 

level of service or support required, while including detailed metrics 

and key performance indicators to ensure that the service level is 

being closely monitored  

Business Closures and Working Hours

ensure that cases opened are associated with the correct hours, taking 

into consideration time zone requirements and business closures for 

holidays

Custom KPIs

define customized key performance indicators for any identity that will 

be used with SLAs, to ensure that your business is prepared for any 

scenario where SLAs may be used with other entities, including Leads, 

Work Orders and Opportunities



Service Level Agreements
create service level agreements for your 

organization to define the level of service or 

support required, while including detailed metrics 

and key performance indicators to ensure that the 

service level is being closely monitored 



Solution Delivery SupportEnvision

Understand 

current state

Define 

Future state

Deliver 

Future state

Customer Business Process Alignment

approach
our

plan for realistic 

phases that users 

can handle

business first, 

technology 

later

involvement of all 

stakeholders to verify 

scope

assess business 

value of 

customisations

prototype deliverables to 

manage user expectations

provide assistance during 

User Acceptance



managing risk

business relevance
ensure commitment and participation of all levels of 

management, so as to consider this as a business 

transformation project and not just an IT project.

unstructured approach
utilise our solution delivery approach to ensure that all 

stakeholders are on board with the process.  

management of scope is crucial.

inflexibility to change
focus should be on business processes and how technology 

can be mapped utilizing its existing functionality.  

consideration needs to be given to widely adopted 

processes within the software

absorption of change
staff at different levels have a different degree of absorption and 

adjustment to change.  

this needs to be taken in consideration in the release plan.

resource availability
available resources at all levels for participation in workshops, 

training and acceptance.  

loss of critical staff during the project needs to be mitigated.to 

ensure reliable and efficient resource management

data migration
validate quality of data and ensure adequate 

resources are available for data cleansing.



digitally

transforming

businesses

+356 2011 2000

www.exigy.com

info@exigy.com


